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VisualsSpeak DeCoder Charts  
 
Making sense of visual language 
 
The pattern chart will help you understand the visual language of the people 
participating in your processes. Every person has a visual pattern, or way of using 
imagery, that tends to remain consistent no matter what exercise they are doing. By 
understanding your participants’ visual language, you will be in a better position to 
understand their strengths and communication preferences. 
 
 
Brain characteristics 
 

The pattern charts we use to understand the images participants create are 
based on a whole brain metaphor. There are particular characteristics 
attributed to each hemisphere of the brain in the whole brain metaphor.  
 

 
 

LEFT BRAIN CHARACTERISTICS RIGHT BRAIN CHARACTERISTICS 
Literal 

Concrete 
Specific 

Detail 
Analytic 

Logic 
Language 

Facts 
Sequential 

Objective 
Categorical 

Tactical 

Metaphoric 
Abstract 
Global 
Big Picture 
Holistic 
Feelings & Intuition 
Images 
Imagination 
Simultaneous 
Subjective 
Relational 
Strategic 
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The left side of the chart correlates to the characteristics often described as left 
brained. The right side correlates to the right brain. This analogy is intended as 
a way to give you a general sense of where someone’s strengths reside under 
stress. It is not about competency. You are just looking to see if someone tends 
to have more factors on one side or the other, or if they tend to be in the 
middle.  
 
Images are right-brained data. Like looking at a painting, meaning comes from 
the overall pattern rather than the individual details. This chart will help you 
see the elements of the patterns in the images your participants assemble.  
 
Understanding someone’s core tendencies can give you, as the facilitator, an 
indication of the easiest way for the person to receive information. You can 
adjust how you deliver your content to make sure you are accommodating the 
needs of the participants in the room.  
 
You can also listen to how participants tell their story. Those with strong visual 
tendencies on the left side of the chart will often describe things literally. They 
might tell you a photo of a dog is meant to represent their dog, but will add 
that it is the wrong color, or doesn’t have the right number of spots. People on 
the other end of the spectrum generally use a metaphoric description. A strong 
tendency here might be to use the same photo of the dog, but describe it as 
representing loyalty or a relationship where they felt committed. 
 
To understand the visual information in the way a person constructs their 
images, we look at four aspects. For each aspect, you select what the 
participant’s assembled images most looks like, on a scale from one to five, 
using the VisualsSpeak Pattern Chart.  
 
Using the Decoder Chart 
 
Start by getting to know your own visual language. Create an image (collage) 
based on a question. For example: Who are you and what do you offer your 
clients? Remember to allow yourself no more than five minutes for the process. 
 
After you have completed the exercise, look at the way your images are 
assembled on the background paper. Check off the boxes on a blank Pattern 
Chart which most coincide with your visual patterns.  
 
Further down you will find examples of visual patterns to help you with this 
process. 
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Pattern Chart and Visual Aspect Definitions 
 

 

 
Here are some extras for you to chart others 
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B Separate      Overlapped 

C Contained      Extend 
beyond 

D Background 
shows 

     Background 
covered 
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Examples of Visual Patterns 
 
Here is an example of an image where the chart is balanced between right and left-
brain characteristics. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
You might expect a person who makes a collage like this to be able to flex between 
different ways of thinking. They often play the role of mediator in groups. They are 
often capable of explaining things to people who fall on either side of the chart.  
 
 

 Visual Aspect 1 2 3 4 5 Visual Aspect 
A Aligned   x   Skewed 
B Separate    x  Overlapped 
C Contained  x    Extend beyond 
D Background 

shows 
  x   Background 

covered 
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Here is an image with left-brained characteristics.  
 

 
 

 
 
You might expect this person to be detail oriented and analytical. They often 
appreciate information described to them in an orderly logical fashion.  
 
 

 Visual Aspect 1 2 3 4 5 Visual Aspect 
A Aligned x     Skewed 
B Separate x     Overlapped 
C Contained x     Extend beyond 
D Background 

shows 
x     Background 

covered 
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Here is an image with typical right-brained characteristics.  
 

 
 

 
 
People who make images like this tend to be big picture, strategic thinkers. They are 
less concerned about rules. They are often creative and conceptualize in broad strokes.  
Giving them a global perspective on the work being done before going into the 
details will go a long way to keeping them on board. 
 
 
  

 Visual Aspect 1 2 3 4 5 Visual Aspect 
A Aligned    x  Skewed 
B Separate     x Overlapped 
C Contained     x Extend beyond 
D Background 

shows 
    x Background 

covered 
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Why Does this Work? 
 

If you only give people five minutes to assemble an image on a background 
paper as we suggest in the VisualsSpeak manual, it creates a slight stressor. 
There really isn’t enough time to think through what you are going to do, or to 
create a design. Instead people go to what is natural to them.  
 
As we were developing the tool and processes, we noticed people tended to 
make similar images each time. Not exactly the same, but if they would tend to 
fall in a similar place on the chart.  
 
Here is an example of several images assembled by the same person.  
 

  

 
 

 
 
Overall, the pattern falls to the right-brain characteristics side, but not all the 
way over to the right side. More toward the number 4 on the Pattern Chart.  
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Suggestions 
 
We encourage you to practice seeing these visual patterns by practicing with friends, 
family and colleagues. Have these people do VisualsSpeak exercises. Make sure you 
allow enough time so that you can fill out the Visual Pattern Charts with them present. 
Then discuss what the charts indicate about their preferences. Do they tend to be ‘left 
brained’ or ‘right’? Do the patterns jibe with what you know about them? Do they jibe 
with how these people see themselves? 
 
By getting to know these visual patterns well enough so that you can see them while 
facilitating your sessions, whole new insights into your participants are right around 
the corner! 
 
Feedback and Help 
 
Because we are continuously looking to improve our processes and materials, we 
depend on you to provide us with your real world input. Please tell us what is working 
for you and offer any suggestions for improvement. 
 
If you need help or feedback on anything related to VisualsSpeak, please contact us. 
 
Info@visualsspeak.com 
 
1.503.523.1514  Office 
1.888.204.7999  Toll Free 
 
www.visualsspeak.com 
 
 


